Origami Heart Bookmark

1. Fold in half & open
2. Fold point centre crease
3. Repeat for top point
4. Open
5. Repeat taking point to centre other way
6. Fold in half
7. Open
8. Fold tips to where creases meet
9. Fold in half
10. Open
11. Turn over then rotate so points are top & bottom
12. Fold sides back along creases
13. Fold Points Together

14. Open & Fold Point to Touch Centre Crease Then Close.

15. Fold Tips Behind, Then Open.

16. Fold a Small Amount of Sides Back Then Open.

17. Turn on Side, Pull Apart to Create Triangle. Push This In.

18. Repeat on Other Side. This Tucks Side Points Away.

19. Pull Apart Top and Tuck Tips In.

20. Fold Corners of Top Flap to Centre.

21. Tuck Behind For a Neat Heart.

22. Slip over a page of a book with the tail one side & the heart the other.